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Alpine Travel is a pioneer Eco-research, tourist and mountaineering company in Greece.
We profile the firm to find out more and explore the secrets behind its success.
Founded in 1991, and
now market leader in
adventure tourism in
Greece, Alpine Travel
offers high quality
services to a large number of
visitors from all around the world.
Should tourists decide to be in
this part of the Mediterranean,
it will be the firm’s pleasure to
accompany them on a singular
and pleasurable discovery of the
Greek countryside, mountain
summits and coastal line.
To ensure safety and security,
the firm’s team of trained and
inspired individuals are there to
help clients practice or discover
outdoor activities in places of
extraordinary beauty with the
outmost safety. Alpine Travel’s
drivers-tour leaders are there
to assist guests and discover
off road routes in places of
extraordinary beauty. For this
purpose, the firm provides special

equipped 4X4 vehicles and all
the necessary equipment as well
driver-tour leader if requested.

Lifevest Explorer II

Additionally, the firm offers
aerial sightseeing tours, private
sightseeing flights and excursions
offering the chance to see
Greece’s attractions from above.
It also offers private transfer
services, unique advantages as
the firm combine safety, comfort
and versatility.
Guests can also charter
“Explorer II”, the firm’s motor
yacht explore the endless
Greek Seas, dive in the Cretan
and Libyan exotic waters, follow
Odysseus routes in the Ionian
and step from peace to luxury in
the Aegean.
Ultimately, Alpine Travel is
committed to helping tourists to
experience Greece like never
before, and this will remain its
focus over the years to come.
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